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                Incredible Adventures

                
 by   Algernon Blackwood 
Incredible Adventures written by Algernon Blackwood is a series of novels and a short story. Though all of them are part of one book, there are no similarities with each other except the backgrounds of them are atmospheric.

The Regeneration of Lord Ernie is about a tutor who tries to breathe spirit into his ward after exposing him to a ceremony,..
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                Merkland or Self Sacrifice

                
 by   Mrs. Oliphant 
Merkland  is a full length novel which deals with family values and the importance of forgiveness. This novel is written by the Scottish novelist Margaret Oliphant Wilson Oliphant under her pen name Mrs. Oliphant.  

While most of her writings encompassed the domestic realism, she also had written many works of historical and supernatur..
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                Nothing But the Truth

                
 by   Frederic S. Isham 
Nothing But the Truth is a full length novel written by Frederic Stewart Isham, an American author who has contributed to the literary world with many novels, plays and short stories. Notable one among his many works includes Under the Rose, a fantasy novel blended with history set in the Kingdoms of Holy Roman Empire and Spanish Empire during the ..
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                A Dreadful Temptation

                
 by   Mrs. Alex. McVeigh Miller 
A Dreadful Temptation is a romantic novel written by the American author Mittie Frances Clark Point who wrote under her pen name Mrs. Alex. McVeigh Miller, derived from her husband McVeigh Miller. A well-known author of her times, she has wrote more than 80 novels and most  them are in romantic genre such as The Bride of the Tomb & Queenie..
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                The Prairie Flower

                
 by   Gustave Aimard 
The Prairie Flower is a short story written by the author of French origin Gustave Aimard, who has written numerous books about Latin America.  Some of his most popular works are The Trappers of Arkansas, The Trail-Hunter a Tale of the Far West, The Pirates of the Prairies Adventures in the American Desert, The Queen of the Savannah: "A Story ..
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                My Religion

                
 by   Graf Leo Tolstoy 
My Religion written by Leo Tolstoy is a sequel to the author’s earlier work “A Confession”.   We all go through and believe in certain philosophies as our life passes.  What we believed once good and evil changes over time.  Irrespective one’s intelligence or education, all are equal in front of God.  While all of us can underst..
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                Metamorphosis

                
 by   Franz Kafka 
Metamorphosis written by Franz Kafka is a fiction story based on the theme of Metamorphosis, a biological process and relatively abrupt change happens in the insects and animals while the hatch or become adults.

Gregor Samsa a traveling salesman is living with his parents and Sister Grete Samsa in an apartment. The family leads reasonably comfor..
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                Ulysses

                
 by   James Joyce 
Ulysses written by James Joyce is perhaps one of 100 best novels of English literature, yet the most difficult novel to be understood by an average book reader.

The novel is plotted as if the incidents happening in 19 hours from June 16, 1904, 8:00 AM to June 17, 1904, 3:00 AM at Dubliners, Ireland. This novel is plotted around three central cha..
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